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ABSTRACT
A new class of generating functions is given for a multidimensional polynomial
system with arbitrary coefficients. By appropriately specializing these coefficients
it is also shown that the main result (5) leads to the generalized Lauricella function
as a generating function for a class of generalized hypergeometric polynomials
involving several complex variables.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let ![ZI, ... , zr] be a function of several complex variables Zl, ... , Zr
defined by the equality
(1)
00
![Zl, ... , zr]= L
k 1•..•kr~O
where the coefficients O(kl, ... , kr), kj~O, 1~j~r, are arbitrary constants,
real or complex.
Recently we proved the generating function [2, p. 1079]
(2)
1
~ (iX+ (t3 + l)n)" ,i(a.13) [ . '" ] t» -£., LIn ml, ... , mr , ZI, ... , -r -
,,-0 n
where
(3)
ZI, ... , Zr]=
IX and t3 are arbitrary complex numbers, ml, ... , m- are positive integers,
and v is a function of t defined by
(4) v=t(l+v)13+l, v(O)=O.
1) This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada
under Grant A 7353 and in part by the University of Victoria under a Faculty
Research Grant.
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The object of the present note is to give a new class of generating
functions for the system of polynomials defined by (3). Indeed we first
show that, for an arbitrary complex number y,
~ y (tX+(fJ+ 1)n) Al"',f!)[ • ] n_£., (fJ 1) LJ.. ml, ... , mr, Zl, ... , Zr t -
.. =0 y+ + n n
(5)
=(l+v)'" ~ (_1)n (tX- y) (l:V)n ~_
.. 0 n k1• . ..• kr-O
. y (n+m1k1+ ... +mrkr+yj(fJ + 1))-1
y+ (fJ+ l)(m1 k1 +... +mrkr) n
r [(-v)m;Zj]k;
. C(kl, ... , kr) n k.! '
'~1 l'
where v is given by (4).
2. PROOF OF FORMULA (5)
For the sake of brevity, let Q denote the first member of the generating
relation (5). On substituting in (5) from (3), we notice that
. ( tX + (fJ + l)n ) C(kl, ... , kr) IT (Zj);; =
n-m1k1- ... -mrkr ;-1 kj.
(6)
where, for convenience,
(7) tx' -tX=y' -y= (fJ+ l)(m1 k1 + ...+mrkr).
=(l+v)'" ~ (_l)n(tX- y) (n+ y j(fJ+ 1))-1(_V)n,
,.=0 n n 1 +v
Now the innermost series in (6) can be transformed fairly easily by
making use of Gould's identity [1, p. 196] in the form
I y (tX + (fJ+ 1)n) tn -
.. -0 y+ (fJ+ l)n n -
(8)
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where, as before , v is given by (4), and thus the desired result (5) would
follow at once if we invert the order of the resulting summa tion .
3. PARTICULAlt CASES
For y = a, the generating relation (5) would evidently reduce to the
elegant formula
\
~ a (a+ (~ + I)n) A ("'.fJ) . 11-
(
£., _ (R -1) LIn [mi , ... , mr, z], ... , Zr] t --
n=oa-! fJ-! n n
(9)
00 r [( _ v)lIljZj ]kj
= (I + v)'" L (a!a')O(ki , . .. ,kr)D k' '
k1 . .... kr- 0 '~l j .
where a ' is given by (7).
On the other hand, the limiting case of (5), as I' ~ 00 , corresponds
formally to our earlier generating function (2). Thus it would seem obvious
that, for finite 1', y ef- a, formula (5) may be looked upon as independent
of our earlier result (2).
It may be of interest to note that formulas (2) and (9), which are indeed
immediate consequences of the generating relation (5), are not inde-
pendent of each other, since either one can be shown to imply the other.
Note also that the special case of (5), when r = 1 and I' is so chosen that
(a-I') is a positive integer, is essentially the same as Theorem 3, p. 410
of ZEITLIN [4].
Next we consider the special case of (5) when the coefficients O(kl, ... , kr )
are given by
\
A B' BI"
II (a j)k10i,+.. +k,oj') ".IT (b;)kl 4> .1· · · II (b}rl)k,cf>]'l
(10) ?- O(k1, • •• , kr ) = ~ ';~ ' ~:l
(Cj) k1'Pj,+...+k,'I';') ".IT (d;)kI 6j' '' ' II (dl")k,6j')i=l 1~ l i=l
where the (J's, <p's, "P's and l5's are real and positive. In our notation for
the generalized Lauricella fun ction (cf. [3], p. 454), formula (5) will then
yield the relationship
00 I' (a+(fJ-t-I)n) A+I:B' ; ;B(r)([(a):o' , .. ., (J(r)],,,~oy+(~ +I)n n FO+I :D' ; ;D(r) [(c) :"P" " ' ,"P(r)],
[ - n : ml, ... , m,]: [(b') : <p'] ; ; [(b(r») : <p (r)]; )
z j , . .. , Zr t'l
[I +a+~n:ml, .. ., mr] : [(d'):l5'] ; ... ;[(d(r») : l5(r)];
(11) 00 (a-y)(n+Y!(~+I))-l( v)n=(1 +v)'" L (-I)n - .
,, -0 n n 1+v
A + 1: B ' ; . .. ; B(r) ([(a) : 0', .. ., O(r)], [l +y/(~ + 1): ml, ... ,mr] :
· F0+ 1: D' ; ... ; Dv) [(c) : "P' , , "P(T)] , [1+ n+ y!(~+ 1): ml, .. . , mr] :
[(b') : <p'] ; ; [(b(r») : <p(T)] ; )
[(d') : 15'] ; ; [(d(T») : 15(T)]; (- V)1Il1 Zl, ... , ( - v)lIl, zr ,
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which provides us with a new generating function for a class of generalized
hypergeometric polynomials of several complex var iables ZI, ••• , Zr.
Evidently the limiting case of the last formula (ll), as y --+ 00, would
lead us to our earlier generating function (6), p. 1080 in [2].
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